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WARNING: PLEASE READ THIS PAGE FIRST!

Hello Prospective Vendor Finacier,

Back in the early 2000’s when I started in Vendor Finance (VF), if you thought you were a 
vendor financier you were ;-) That is, there was almost no regulation of our industry.

No regulation had its good and bad points, but that all came to an end on the 1 July 2010 
with the introduction of the National Consumer Credit Protection Act 2009 (NCCP).

Credit Legislation Consequences

This federal (nationwide) Act roped in most vendor financiers as a lot of the vendor finance 
techniques we use are classed as consumer credit contracts.

The NCCP requires anybody or any company who “in the course of a business” provides 
consumer credit or consumer credit advice, to hold an Australian Credit Licence (ACL) or to 
be a Credit Representative (CR) of an ACL holder.

•	 If you plan to use Instalment Contracts and/or vendor financed Mortgages in your 
vendor finance (VF) business, you need to be an ACL holder or a CR.

•	 All Vendor Financiers who intend to become VF Joint Venturers, or who desire to 
advertise on websites or in the media need to obtain an ACL or be authorised as a CR.

Real Estate Agent Legislation

Next, let me ask you a question. If you are talking to a property seller about selling their 
property and as a result of that conversation you make money from the sale, what are you 
acting as? There is only one answer and it is this: you’re acting as a real estate agent in 
every State and Territory of Australia.

Again, if you are the Title holder (owner) of the property, you don’t need real estate agent 
licence coverage to sell your own property. However, if you are not the owner, you need to 
be a licensed real estate agent or an authorised real estate agent’s representative.

First Steps

As a new entrant to the Vendor Finance industry I would:

1. Become an authorised real estate agent representative, then

2. Look at getting Credit Representative status if you are going to use credit contracts.

As an ACL full licensee, I work with my students for them to be a Credit Representative 
before they are eligible for a full ACL of their own: see page 28 for full details.

Kind regards,

Paul Zalitis – The Aussie Wrapper
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Hi this is Scott Wilson and today I’ve got a special interview for you. Today I’m with a 
property investor. He’s been a property investor for some 20 plus years.

The thing is he had a chance meeting in 2003 with a gentleman called Robert Kiyosaki and 
the gentleman realised he was investing the wrong way. The fact is he had been a property 
investor but he was investing in negatively geared property.

During this chance meeting and he learned a system about creating positive cash flow 
and that’s what we’re going to talk about today. We are going to talk about how to create 
positive cash flow with investor Paul Zalitis.

Now Paul is known as “The Aussie Wrapper”, he actually “wraps” property so you can 
actually produce positive cash flow. So I want you to take notes in the next 60 minutes as 
we go through this outstanding interview and we learn how Paul uses property to creative 
positive cash flow.

Scott:  Paul Zalitis, I want to welcome you to this interview.

Paul: Thank you very much Scott, it’s a pleasure to be speaking to you.

Scott: Paul, I’m excited about this interview because you do something that is quite 
unique as far as you wrap properties and create positive cash flow. There is so 
much going on in the property market, talking about negatively geared properties. 
So what is so good about property wrapping and what’s it all about?

Paul: Scott, it’s a fantastic strategy where people in the mediocre market or even the 
lower end market of houses and you can purchase a property and sell a property 
and make positive cash flow each week, each month, each year out of these 
houses.

 And the great thing about wrapping a house is you are wrapping a house into a 
home owner. It’s not a home renter because these are people who are going to 
purchase their home.
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Scott: So it’s actually someone who is looking to buy a home but for some reason maybe 
can’t afford or can’t get a bank loan. Is that the type of people you sell to?

Paul: Exactly Scott, the people that are self employed, just started a business and 
haven’t got 2 or 3 years of their financials that the banks look at to get into a 
home.

 Or they’re credit impaired and haven’t paid a phone bill or credit card bill and as 
soon as the banks see that on their credit report they won’t give them a bank loan.

 So this way you can have a win-win helping people get into a home that wouldn’t 
have had a chance or the banks wouldn’t let them into a home. And you’re making 
positive cash flow and you’re helping clients get into a home they couldn’t 
otherwise get into.

Scott: That’s quite a rewarding thing to do as well.

Paul: Absolutely Scott.

Scott: As well as making money, you’ve also got a win-win as you’re actually helping 
people in some cases achieve a goal and a dream of owning their own house.

Paul: Absolutely Scott because they haven’t got any other chance. You’ve got a win-
win, you’re making a business out of it but you’re also helping people purchase 
their own home and isn’t that exciting when you can go in and when you go and 
have a cup of coffee with those clients that you put into a house you’re lucky to 
escape 4 days later because they just love you.

Scott: I can see why. You’re giving them an opportunity where they thought everything 
was done and dusted. I guess the banks are quite cut and dry these days and they 
don’t allow for the fact that peoples situations do change.
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 When you’re maybe in your early 20s and you made some bad financial decisions, 
why should they affect you in your 30s when you probably got your act together.

 I can see why the market is growing for your type of business. When we look at 
your background and how you got involved, can you tell us a wee bit about your 
background? Are you some super whiz with this stuff?

 What led you to become the expert in this marketplace?
 
Paul: Scott, I was really sick of negatively geared property and every week just flogging 

myself to death trying to pay for the negatively geared property. What’s the point 
paying out $1 to claim back 30 cents?

 So I wasn’t interested at all with negatively geared property because you might 
get a tax break but you were really doing it hard and you sort of got a hook onto a 
job for another 50 years.

 So I just looked around on the internet and went to some seminars and went to 
Robert Kiyosaki and John Burley, did a real lot of homework and started to get my 
hands dirty and get down in the ditches and do some really big research and really 
find out what the market is doing and just get out there and do it.

 The thing is you can’t just sit around doing nothing; you have to get out 
there and get amongst it and talk to the agents, talk to the people and 
just get your hands dirty and find out things and ask questions.

 So that’s what I did.

Scott: I think it’s interesting what you said about buying negatively geared property 
because I know it was all the rage at a certain time where every man and his real 
estate agent were holding seminars telling you that you needed to buy negatively 
geared property, it was the only way to wealth and you were going to get a tax 
break.
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 I guess to the uneducated it sounds like a great way but the fact is you just 
become even more of a slave to the job you probably don’t even like.

Paul: That’s exactly right Scott.

Scott: So what led you to become the expert? You go to the seminars; you’re investing a 
lot of money, is that how you ended up becoming an expert in this market?

Paul: Invest a lot of money, educated myself, read a lot of books, got out there and said 
right okay let’s start doing some figures.

 What is this house worth? What can I purchase this house for? Going in there and 
purchasing it for the right price, I’m selling it for the right price and that is all in my 
Ultimate Free Gift Pack and how to do this.

 It’s a really rewarding thing when you can get the deal across the line and help 
people get into a home. It’s a win-win situation.

 So you just keep on doing it. You do one, okay that’s done and then you do 
another one and you just keep on doing it. So the more you do the better you get 
at it.

 
Scott: What I’m hearing here is you created a system as far as you’ve taken bits of 

information from places that you learned and created your own system and 
adapted it for the Australian property market. Is that essentially what you’ve done 
now?

Paul: That’s exactly right Scott. This is the great positive cash flow property investment 
strategy for the Australian market.

Scott: Brilliant, so what are the top 3 things then someone needs to know in 
order to be successful with property wrapping?
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Paul: The first thing, is research, research and research. It’s extremely important to do 
your research to find out what market you’re going to get into.

 This is a specifically great strategy for a slower capital growth area. If you’ve got 
a higher capital growth area and you’re into that negative gearing and you want to 
go into that investment that’s fine.

 But this type of investing is you’re not depending on high capital growth, you’re 
still getting your positive cash flow every week, month and year. That’s two things.

Scott: So in this market as well or I guess for the market at the moment that strategy is 
perfect timing, we’re not moving in a fast capital gain market right now.

Paul: No not moving, it’s not moving and there are some great deals out there, some 
great buys which is fantastic. It works out really, really well.

Scott: I guess having a mentor is a great step as well and I guess that’s been the key to 
your success having people that you can learn from.

Paul: Yes absolutely Scott.

Scott: And I guess when you say research I guess that could turn a lot of people off as 
far as okay I’ve got to do work. But I guess the beauty of having a mentor is you 
can actually fast track that research and you leverage the ability or you leverage 
the mind power and networking that someone else already has when you have a 
mentor.

Paul: Absolutely Scott and the third thing is working with numbers. Now I did modified 
maths at school so you don’t have to be a mathematical genius. You just have to 
know what you can purchase the house for, what you can afford to pay for that 
house and what the other clients purchase that house for. So that would probably 
be your 3 big secrets.
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Scott: Okay so mathematics, knowing basically the numbers as far as is there a profit in 
this deal for me.

Paul: Absolutely Scott and you can work that out quite easily before you even purchase 
the house.

Scott: So if you know the numbers then you can quickly make a decision to negotiate or 
not.

 
Paul: Absolutely Scott. One of the biggest things in this business is not become 

emotionally involved with the people. But by all means welcome the people and 
be friendly but don’t become emotionally involved because it is a business deal 
and it’s a business transaction.

 So you’ve got to treat it as that and you just go from there and help people out as 
much as you can. It is it’s a very good unique easy system for people. You talk to 
them one on one and you help them with the application.

 There is no real super duper forms or anything else but you just help them all the 
way through to the house purchase.

Scott: I think that is a really key point as far as not being emotionally involved. I know 
the millionaire property investors I know, they all treat property investing as 
a business and they all rely on those numbers and they all do the 3 things you 
just said, especially research and especially do their numbers. It’s all about the 
numbers.

 What I like about what you’re doing now as well is you actually have a human 
aspect to it as well as far as you’re actually helping someone into a home, which is 
pretty cool. So what is the best way to get started in property wrapping?

Paul: The best way to get started is to organize your financials so you know how much 
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finance you can get from a bank or from your mortgage broker or lender. So 
then you can sort out your bracket on what price houses that you can afford to 
purchase.

 So you can buy the house for “x” amount, you pay your interest rate and then you 
put your margin on when you sell the house. So this is how you’re working and 
making your positive cash flow.

Scott: So you really have to have your financial understanding of what you can afford to 
pay down. Probably the best place to start is get your financial house in order?

Paul: Absolutely Scott. Then make sure you get it in writing from the bank or lender that 
you’ve got “x” amount of dollars they will lend you so that way you can go to the 
real estate agent or private vendor and purchase the home.

 I can purchase that home in whatever time. I like to have a long 
settlement between 60 to 90 days and the reason I do that is I can start 
advertising the house and then I can get clients through the house and 
when I purchase the house you can sell it to them very quickly.

Scott: Okay you’re basically promoting the house before it goes unconditional?

Paul: Absolutely.

Scott: Okay so that’s really interesting as far as there are strategies involved that you 
know and you’ve learned and you’re going to be teaching people.

 I guess when I look at what you’re saying here, as far as the type of people that 
could be really good at this, is that if someone is an investor but their portfolio is 
quite negatively geared, they can actually turn that negatively geared portfolio 
around and get some positive cash flow using this system.

Paul: Absolutely Scott. This is a perfect system to do that and it’s certainly 
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achievable to turn your negatively geared property into positive cash flow. It’s not 
as difficult as people would think.

Scott: So how long does it take to be good at it, to be proficient at property 
wrapping?

Paul: I’ve been doing it a bit over 10 years and really after you’ve done your first one, 
you learn and each one you sort of get better and better at it. I would really say 
after probably your first 2 or 3 houses you’ll probably become an expert.

Scott: Okay so it’s quite a quick learning curve?

Paul: Yes.

Scott: I guess when you have a system in place like you have, then it does cut down your 
time as far as the learning curve. So is there a reason why you put the system 
together? Is it so other people can learn from your mistakes I guess and fast track 
themselves?

Paul: Absolutely Scott, is all a page by page, step by step process. So if I’m not sure 
about this I just go to that page, if I’m not sure about that and what do I do next, 
it’s a step by step easy program.

Scott: So will your methods and advice work in any area, or for anyone?

Paul: Pretty well Scott yes, pretty well in every area of Australia.

Scott: Can you give some examples of where this program works the best as far as some 
areas?

Paul: Well I live in Wagga-Wagga which is the biggest inland city in New South Wales 
with 65,000 people and it works well in my area. I have heard of people that have 
wrapped in smaller areas around about 10,000 to 15,000 population.
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 Newcastle has been very popular, Sydney parts of Sydney, Victoria. It’s been done 
in Western Australia, you can’t do it in South Australia and I think it’s been done in 
the Northern Territory and, of course, Queensland is a very popular area where its 
been done. I have heard of people doing it in Tasmania as well.

Scott: So it’s across the board and pretty much most people can have a go at it. How 
much experience does a person need to get started?

 
Paul: Really to be passionate in real estate or interested in becoming wealthy and in 

making your finances easier that’s just the sort of person you’re looking for and a 
person to be able to service their loan. It all just keeps on flowing along for them.

Scott: So you say a passion for real estate, is that something that you had?

Paul: Oh yes very much so Scott. I’ve always been very interested in real estate myself 
and always looking for new strategies and new ways to make cash flow, although I 
still have some negatively geared properties, which are working very well because 
I have low capital growth.

 But I’m always looking for strategies in real estate. Every Saturday 
I always look at 10 to 12 houses in Wagga-Wagga and I just love it. 
They say if you don’t want to look at a house at 2:00 or 3:00 in the 
morning when someone wakes you up you’re really not interested in the 
business.

 But having said that you might just have been invested with one house or one 
property or you’ve got this negatively geared property that’s probably chewing 
into your cash flow this system will work perfectly to turn it around.

Scott: That’s brilliant because you can offset the cash flow against your negatively 
geared property. Is that how you set it up?
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Paul: Absolutely Scott that’s exactly what we’re doing.

Scott: So that’s quite a good wealth creation strategy then because you’ve got your 
high growing property that is going to generate you the long term wealth and 
you’ve got the cash flow property supporting that. It does match in quite nicely, 
especially if you’re working in a job and really struggling to make those payments 
on the high properties where you’re losing your money. So this is another strategy 
where you could just pump up that income.

Paul: Absolutely Scott.

Scott: I like the sound of that. So have you got some real life examples of other 
people that you’ve helped and they’ve followed your advice and become 
successful?

Paul: There is one lady who is a testimonial for me and she had some trouble wrapping 
a client into a house down the South Coast in New South Wales. I was talking to 
her and I just gave her some suggestions on where to put the signs, what to do, 
what sort of ads to write in the paper: and she sold that property within a week.

Scott: Wow!

Paul: Just through a bit of fine tuning from myself and just getting her to do a few 
things. She hadn’t been able to wrap it for about 8 or 9 months, so I thought 
well let’s give her a bit of hand here. She was extremely excited and extremely 
wrapped pardon the pun.

 
Scott: So you’ve given her some insider tips. She’s been struggling for 8 or 9 months to 

wrap a property for whatever reason and you come along and how long from using 
your advice did she close on that property?

Paul: It would have been two weeks Scott.
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Scott: Two weeks after meeting you she’s closing on that property, just from a few insider 
tips you’ve given her. What do you reckon that would have made that property 
deal?

Paul: Definitely the position of the sign and signs on the property and just a few little 
ads in the paper, just putting the right ads in the paper which is in my manual.

Scott: What is that advice worth to her? Was it worth $10,000, $15,000?

Paul: Oh absolutely Scott. She was making $400 a month positive cash flow 
and yeah so that’s $100 a week cash flow and when she did refinance 
she made $30,000.

Scott: That’s fantastic. So she made $30,000 from some advice you gave her, PLUS 
she’s now got that advice for life and that is the key I guess in why I like talking 
to people that have systems in place and know insider tips.

 You can actually fast track yourself but the good thing about it is when you learn 
from people like yourself you actually end up leveraging.

 Say you spend money with people like yourself; you end up leveraging yourself 
and your money because you learn it once, you pay once but you have that 
information for life.

 So now when you go do the next deal you can do it quicker, faster and you can 
make more profit.

Paul: Absolutely Scott, you always learn, on every deal you always learn just little 
things and talking to people, etc.

Scott: Yeah and isn’t it interesting though like 8 or 9 months she’s struggling, 2 weeks 
insider tips from Paul and 2 weeks later the deal is done and she’s making 
$30,000, which is pretty cool.
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Paul: Absolutely Scott.

Scott: Thanks for sharing that. For people listening it just shows that Paul is the real deal 
when it comes to wrapping properties. So Paul, I’m going to put you on the spot 
here. If you have one secret to give about wrapping properties what would it be?

Paul: Oh it’s definitely to be patient and I’ll probably give you a couple of tips here Scott. 
To be patient, to be calm and to really do your homework.

 
Scott: So why is being patient important?

Paul: When you wrap a house you have to buy it for “x” amount because if you buy it for 
too much you’ll be cutting into your profit margin. So you just wait and be patient 
and stick with your figures.

 What I usually do is I put a low offer in and then I’ll put another offer in and if they 
don’t accept that second offer that’s it and I walk away from the deal because 
there is always another house in the street or in the suburb. So I really stick to my 
numbers and you’ve got to stick to your numbers.

Scott: So it really is a business when you’re talking about you have to have the business 
focus on know your numbers and then be prepared to wait to get the deal. I guess 
that’s what I like about what is happening in this market now.

 I think you’ve probably been property wrapping in one of the hardest 
markets in the last 5 years because it’s been a booming market.

Paul: Yes exactly Scott.

Scott: Now its turning and the market is really aligning itself really nicely on property 
rates because you don’t have to buy but people have to sell. And there are more 
sellers out there then there are buyers.
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Paul: Absolutely mate.

Scott: Which was totally different before, so I guess that’s what is so exciting now about 
your property strategy. Are you finding that, there are more deals out there 
than you can handle?

Paul: Oh absolutely Scott. There are heaps coming across my desk every day. I can’t 
believe I put an ad in the paper about a month ago just to get some interest, just 
to see if there was anybody out there because there’s been a lot of people selling 
and I had 50 phone calls within 7 days just with the strategy I use and a little ad in 
the paper worth about $40. So $40 for a 4 day ad and the phone just blew off the 
hook.

Scott: What do you do with those leads?

Paul: Well I got those leads in my database now and they’re all ready, not all of them but 
a lot of people there will be ready to go as soon as I get another house. I’ll be able 
to put them straight into a house.

Scott: That’s fantastic. So you actually find the market first and then find the house?

Paul: Yes you can do it that way; you can do it both ways. You can find the person and 
find the house or you can purchase the house and then start prompting the house 
as soon as you exchange contracts.

 
Scott: And it just shows you that the market is hot right now because people are 

picking up the phone and calling you from a $40 ad, where maybe 3 years ago you 
struggled for people to call you in a hot market like that because there were just 
too many other things going on.

Paul: Exactly the prices were too high then and now the prices are starting to level out 
now and get a bit cheaper. It’s a win-win all around Scott.
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Scott: Okay so then what are some of the common problems that people experience in 
property wrapping?

Paul: The common problems are sometimes people spin you a story and you’ve really 
got; you really have to get their credit report and their financial statements and 
their work pay slip, so you really have to do your homework.

 People have to have a job and be employed to make sure they can pay you, so you 
can pay the bank. So you’ve got to really search out the people property and do 
your homework. And sometimes people buy the wrong houses; you’ve got to get 
at least a 3 bedroom nice house.

 I try to stick with a brick home and try to get houses in a mediocre area 
and not a real low area or high area, just in a mediocre area.

 So you can put your sign out on the house and people can see your sign 
as they’re driving past because signs are very important, which can save 
you a lot of money.

Scott: So you’re targeting sort of like the mums and dad area, people that have jobs, 
maybe have a couple of kids and just want to get in that game as far as the 
property and have a property under their belt.

Paul: Absolutely yes for sure. They’ve had a hard time or they might have had a split up 
and they’ve got a second marriage with a couple of kids they might have had a bit 
of trouble with divorce and getting a bank loan.

 They’re really hard workers but can’t get out of that financial rut and they’re the 
perfect clients for me because they can see they’ve got this home and they’re 
paying the home off and it’s great.

 It’s fantastic to see. It really is.
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 I had another couple with 4 kids and I had a 4 bedroom home and I 
purchased it for $210,000 and I’m making $500 a month positive cash 
flow on that house now Scott.

 And when I resell that I’ll have, when the whole system goes right 
through and they refinance with the bank, I’ll be making $55,000 on that 
deal.

 
Scott: Wow that’s fantastic.

Paul: And the people are really happy. It’s a beautiful big home and yeah they bought 
a business and couldn’t get a bank loan but they’re just fantastic. They pay every 
week and they’re great people, a great family.

Scott: It is interesting that they are just normal people. I know sometimes people have a 
stereotype of the people that they’re going to be renting their house out to.

 But you do find a lot of people are business people and for some reason the banks 
aren’t interested in lending them any money, maybe because they already have 
a business loan but they can actually finance the payments, which is the craziest 
part.

 I guess the real advantage for you as well is you’ve got a property that you’re 
not having to look after.

Paul: No exactly Scott, it’s not like a rental property as I said before. You don’t have to 
pay out to a real estate agent the service fee or the maintenance fee. These are 
homeowners these people and they’re looking after the house.

 They’ve often said can I put another bedroom on or extension or whatever? And 
as long as they go to the council and get council approval that’s fine. They just get 
the approval and do what they want to do and that’s building their asset up in their 
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own home and its fine by me because it’s their house, eventually its going to be 
their house.

 It’s a win-win all around. Its great and a really good business to be in.

Scott: So it truly is a win-win situation. Let me look at some of the, I guess you 
mentioned some of the financial rewards there of $500 a month and $50,000 at 
the end. Are they fairly typical financial rewards that you get from investing 
with this type of strategy?

Paul: Oh absolutely Scott. Between $200 to $400 a month or anything over $400 a 
month is very much possible. All my houses are between $400 and $500 a month 
positive cash flow.

 Depending on your figures and what you buy the house for and what you want to 
sell it for and what you can borrow your money for, $400 a month positive cash 
flow is a very, very typical deal.

Scott: Wow so that is a huge difference when you look at say if someone is an investor 
and they’re actually probably paying $400 or $500 a month out in a negatively 
geared property that’s probably going sideways right now.

Paul: Oh absolutely Scott.

Scott: And it’s not really making them any money whatsoever and its costing them a 
lot of money to get 30 cents back or whatever in tax. When now you can use a 
strategy, use some of the equity you have in your property portfolio to learn a 
strategy that can actually make you $400 or $500 a month.

Paul: Absolutely Scott, it’s fantastic.

Scott: It is fantastic and the thing is Paul some people might be thinking hey this is 
great but it all sounds too good to be true. What is the catch with this property 
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strategy?

Paul: There is no real catch, its just as I said to do your research, research, research, 
find your average 3 or 4 bedroom home and just an easy flowing house and do all 
your homework, buy the house, put a little ad in the paper, put a sign outside your 
house and on sell the house and away you go.

 I can’t see any catches at all Scott. I’ve done it all and put it all in the manual so no 
one will have any problems: it’s just a step by step process.

Scott: So I guess then the catch is if you’re listening and thinking this sounds interesting, 
the catch is the fact that you maybe have to take action to learn to know what Paul 
knows.

 So what are some of the things that you put in the manual there that people 
who are listening to this may be able to use to create a positive cash flow for 
themselves?

Paul: In the manual, its telling you how to buy a house for “x” amount of dollars, what 
to do, there are forms in there, offer forms you give to the real estate agent or your 
private vendor if you’re going to purchase it that way.

 There are figures in there that you need to know, there are little ads in there that 
you need to know to put in the paper to advertise your house.

 It’s all a step by step process on how people have to get their credit reports and 
there is a promotion there to on sell the house step by step. It’s all in the manual.

Scott: I had a look before we did this interview, I had a look at the manual and it really 
struck me as it’s a step by step system for creating positive cash flow in a 
property.

 You look like you’ve taken everything you’ve learned in the last 5 years and turned 
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it into something that someone could pick up, read it and then go out there in the 
marketplace and use it.

 But you’re also offering now a coaching program and you’re actually 
looking to help 7 people through this system that you created. Why are 
you doing that?

Paul: Well I am really passionate about my business, so I would just like to help some 
people.

 
 The first 7 people who are really, really keen on using my system and having 

me helping them to do it, because I can really see wrapping and vendor finance 
becoming a serious business in Australia.

 Because while the banks are tightening up, people still have to live somewhere 
Scott and people are sick of renting and they still want to have the chance to own 
their own home.

 So this will be certainly a win-win situation for these 7 people that really 
want to create some cash flow.

Scott: Yeah when I looked at the property wrapping system you created and I read parts 
of your manual, I could see there was a real wealth creation formula in there.

 It’s something I spotted personally and I guess the formula I see, especially with 
the number of property investors I know and when I looked at your product I saw 
the same formula.

 It was…
 

PROBLEM + SOLUTION = PROFIT
 
 And your property wrapping really fits this wealth creation formula.
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 The problem is and I see and you can confirm this is there are a growing number 
of people who can afford payments to buy a house but for whatever reason 
traditional lenders won’t give them the financing until they have more equity or a 
bigger deposit.

Paul: Absolutely Scott.

Scott: And the fact that it’s quite common for business owners and those types of 
people, so that’s where I see the problem. Is that the problem you see?

Paul: Oh absolutely Scott. The banks are tightening up, they’re wanting more and more 
deposit, the 100% financing from the banks have gone and they all want 80%, 
so a 20% deposit and who is going to have a 20% deposit? A $20,000, $40,000, 
$60,000 deposit, no one has that.

 So vendor finance and wrapping – which is what I do – it’s a market that is just 
going to boom and boom because the banks are just so tightening up. And it is a 
problem and solution equals a profit and that’s exactly what it is.

Scott: Yes and when you look at the solution it’s the property wrap where in a nutshell 
you buy a property at below valuation and seriously when I look at what you’re 
teaching and the fact that if someone takes up an offer to mentored by you, I don’t 
believe to buy under valuation is going to be that hard with your expertise.

 
Paul: Oh no absolutely not Scott. And the great thing about wrapping is, people worry 

about negatively geared and they worry about property growth and they worry 
about the loss of this and the loss of capital growth.

 With wrapping your $400 or $500 a month it is coming in every week, every 
month and every year. Its there until they refinance and then you make the big, big 
money $30,000, $40,000, $50,000 when they’ve onsold the house and when its 
gone through refinance through the bank or the mortgage broker. That’s when it’s 
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really, really great.

 So you don’t have to worry about the negatively geared. When you’re negatively 
geared and you’re scratching around every week and flogging yourself every week 
to pay this huge bill every month, you don’t do that with wrapping. You’re there 
rubbing your hands together just counting the money.

Scott: And when I said the problem plus solution equals profit that was what I was 
talking about as far as profit. Yeah sure you get equity and you get a good lump 
sum of money at the end of the deal or the front of the deal whichever way you 
structure it, but the fact is you do the deal once and you get paid again and 
again and again for the fact the buyer wants to use your financing.

Paul: Absolutely Scott.

Scott: Which I think is really, really cool because you do the work once, you get paid and 
that’s pure leverage. There are not many things in property investing where you 
can actually do it that way.

Paul: No exactly Scott not many at all.

Scott: Yeah which I think is, when I looked at it that is the exact wealth creation solution 
I saw in your manual and that’s why I’m so excited for people that are prepared 
to I guess step out and take on your offer of coaching. It truly is a fantastic 
opportunity.

Paul: Thanks very much Scott and I’ve proven that I can help people because I’ve helped 
Illham who is in the testimonial. She was just over the moon and I was so happy I 
could help her with just a few little twitches there she goes and she’s made $400 
a month and a $30,000 back end profit within a fortnight of just talking to her.

Scott: Yes and the fact is it can be done. You’ve proved it can be done and you’ve helped 
someone else to do it which I think is fantastic. And the fact is the lady was 
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floundering a wee bit without your help. You came along and put some things in 
place, gave her some insider tips and you made it happen for her.

Paul: Yes for sure Scott.
 
Scott: I know in the sales letter you put together for this program, you said the 

opportunity is not for everyone and I just, I guess the fact that you are successful 
in this Paul you don’t just work with everyone.

 You actually want to work with an action taker and someone who believes in 
themselves?

Paul: Scott, if I have to ring up every day or every week and get them motivated they’re 
not the people I want. I want people to be excited, to be passionate, to be able to 
afford a house or be investors themselves or work as themselves and they have a 
property and are willing to follow my system.

 It’s a proven system and anyone can do it as long as they follow the 
system. I don’t want people if they’re not sure or they’re iffy or they’re 
too busy or can’t make time.

 This is a true and passionate system and you can make hundreds and hundreds of 
dollars out of this system and you will following my system. So I’m very, very strict 
on who I’ll take in my coaching program.

 Then the fact is I will work with them.

Paul: Right Scott, yes that’s a full on guarantee from me that I’ll certainly help them 
wrap their first property with this coaching program.

Scott: Paul stands behind his product and he stands behind his system. I think when 
people work with you Paul, they’re going to get results and for people I think that’s 
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fantastic. You’re a genuine person who wants to share a strategy that they’ve 
come across and learned and perfected.

 I really appreciate your time. Paul, how can people get a hold of you and find out 
more information about the Aussie Wrapper?

Paul: Scott, there is more information on my website:

https://aussiewrapper.com.au/ufg

Scott: Paul I think its fantastic and I really enjoyed the last 40 minutes we’ve been 
talking and you shared a lot of good information. Is there any last bits of gold that 
you would like to leave us with?

Paul: Just if people are going to get into this business, just to really research the area 
on where they’re going to go and don’t make it too broad. Just do about 2 or 3 
suburbs and just get a feel for the place and drive up and down some streets. Just 
really do their homework on the finance and what money the houses are going for.

Scott: That’s great advice Paul. Thanks for your time, I really enjoyed talking to you. Have 
a great day and for the readers make sure you contact Paul. I have a favourite 
saying of mine that

Knowledge Is Power, 
But Action Is The Key 

To Your Dreams.

 Paul has the knowledge; you need to take the action to get the goals and dreams 
that you want in your life.

 Turn the page to see what to do now...
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Special Offer for Aussie Investors who want to find out 
how to make Positive Cashflow from Vendor Finance 

WITHOUT risking a tonne of money… 

Claim Your  
‘Ultimate FREE Gift Pack’ 
Valued at $171.90 NOW  

While You Still Can! 
This Incredible Package Gives You  
an Insider’s Look on How to SLASH 
Your Negative Gearing Losses and  

Make Positive Cashflow With  
Vendor Finance...And it’s FREE! 

 
Here’s just a mere fraction of what lies within your 
Ultimate FREE Gift Pack… 
 

 The sage advice Robert Kiyosaki gave me 12 years ago 
which shattered everything I knew about real estate 
investing. This is how the world’s elite investors make large 
chunks of money in real estate with minimal risk 
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 How to ‘bullet proof’ your investment strategy in today’s 
volatile economy. Investors around the country just like you are 
incredibly vulnerable using traditional investment methods. Find 
out how you can dodge the financial blow set to rock Australia 
 

 The ONE thing you need to do right now to start making 
maximum profit from your real estate investments. Many 
newbies overlook this vital step and it costs them THOUSANDS 
every year…you’ll know how to avoid this expensive lesson right 
from the outset 
 

 Take a look inside the head of Australia’s leading vendor 
finance coach. Paul Zalitis aka The Aussie Wrapper brings you 
not one but TWO expert interviews to give you the full scoop on 
wrapping houses 
 

 How you can start banking weekly cheques instead of 
forking out a negative gearing loss. Put an end to the insanity 
that is negatively geared investing TODAY and save yourself a 
tonne of pain, time and money 
 

 The quickest and easiest way to reach your investment 
goals with vendor finance. Once you’ve seen the power of 
vendor finance and decided it’s the right path for you, the fastest 
way from getting started to banking the cheques is laid out right in 
front of you 
 

 How a blue collar investor finally made good in real 
estate after 20 years of struggle and grind. You’ll discover 
the simple changes I made to my investment strategy that gave me 
my breakthrough 
 

And I’m just getting started, here’s more… 
 

 The INCONVENIENT TRUTH about investing in Aussie 
real estate today. Mainstream media keeps peddling the same 
message to investors across the country…and it’s a SCAM. You get 
the cold hard facts throughout this info pack so you make an 
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informed decision on your investing future 
 

 WARNING! If you’ve had negative gearing investing 
drummed into your head for decades then you’re in for a 
shock. The info in this pack will be a rude awakening…but a 
massively profitable one if you take it on board 
 

 The three simple steps to launch your new exciting 
journey in vendor finance. We all know time is money…so the 
faster you can wave goodbye to mainstream real estate investing 
and start wrapping houses the better. These steps will have you on 
the right path in just days! 
 

 The troughs and pitfalls that stop investors getting 
started in vendor finance. I debunk the myths and 
misconceptions about vendor finance that stop people before they 
even get started…so you can move forward without unneeded 
stress and worry 
 

 The CRUCIAL component that makes or breaks any 
vendor finance deal. Get this one thing wrong and you’re 
chances of making a profitable deal are DOOMED right from the 
start 
 

 The secret low cost marketing strategies that make your 
phone run red hot with people desperate for your 
property. These simple methods have allowed me to bank more 
than $300k part time the last 10 years alone...and the best part is 
you don’t have to be a marketing genius for any of them! 
 

 The Aussie Wrapper’s ‘10 Golden Rules to Wrapping a 
Property’. When you follow these simple rules you dramatically 
limit your risks and increase your profits on each deal. Ignore them 
at your own peril! 
 

 How to make your own ‘revenue rainbow’ with a $20k pot 
of gold at the end. You can make a steady monthly income of 
$300-500 or more PURE PROFIT. But the real kicker is at the end 
when you bank your HUGE 5-figure refinancing cheque 
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 And far too much to mention here in some mere bullets. 
You’ll be left thinking to yourself…The Aussie Wrapper has gone 
MAD for giving this away FREE! 

 

Visit the website below now for more details: 

https://aussiewrapper.com.au/ufg 
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